Deutschtown:
Now a City Historic District

On February 3, a small area in the eastern part of the North Side known as Deutschtown, or Dutchtown, was designated a City Historic District by the Pittsburgh City Council. Streets affected are the greater part of Cedar Avenue north of Pressley Street, fronting on the East Common, and Avery, Lockhart, and Pressley Streets; two blocks long and running parallel to East Ohio Street and east from Cedar Avenue, and parts of Nash and Moravian Streets. The area is primarily domestic, with Cedar Avenue a little shower than the others as its park frontage might lead one to expect. Several houses have fancy fronts, one or two from the 1880s suggesting the wayward Romanticism of Joseph Stickburg, and a double house having bays with chamfered corners that suggest row-house design in the District.

Cedar Avenue, looking toward town.

As a deteriorating neighborhood. Absentee ownership was a problem, among other things, and many efforts as restoration and maintenance, and new construction to harmonize with what is there have already done much, and City Historic District status will protect what has been done and, experience elsewhere suggests, encourage more of the same.

When the East Allegheny Community Council nominated Deutschtown on June 24 of last year, public meeting had already been held to collect opinions and present facts. The property owners of the proposed District, in addition, had been notified according to law of the intention to nominate. (The EACC is of course an organization, but an individual has also the right to nominate something within Pittsburgh as a City Historic Structure or District.) What is covered in a nomination and any eventual designation is any exterior visible from a public street or place, and nomination automatically interdicts change to these exteriors for up to forty-five days while the Historic Review Commission of Pittsburgh (HRC) determines whether the nomination is valid; this is typically done with a public hearing. The Criteria for designation are worded as follows: "Historic Structure" means any existing building or portion thereof, the use of which requires directly or indirectly, a permanent location on the land, including walls, fences, signs, steps and sidewalks, at events that made a significant contribution to national, state or local history occurred, or which involved a close association with the lives of people of national, state, or local significance, or an outstanding example of a period, style, architectural movement, or method of construction; or one of the last surviving works of a pioneer architect, builder or designer; or one of the last survivors of a particular style or period of construction.

"Historic District" means a defined territorial division of land which shall include more than one (1) contiguous or related parcels of property, specifically identified by separate resolution, at which events occurred that made a significant contribution to national, state, or local history, or which contains more than one historic structure or historic land marks, or which contains groups, rows, or sets of structures or landmarks, or which contains an

(continued on page 16)

Bigelow Boulevard Lives

The decision by Mayor Murphy to retain the black of Bigelow between Fifth Avenue and Forbes as a vehicular thoroughfare is cause for rejoicing and an audible sigh of relief. As our readers likely recall, the Mayor had last year advocated the obliteration of that black on Bigelow in order to give the University of Pittsburgh a pedestrian zone in its pedestrian safety and pedestrian self-justification of its unceasing path for urban Lebensraum. Readers will also likely remember the 30-day trial closing of the Boulevard last fall, with its rather ambiguous assessment and the equally indecisive results of innumerable surveys of public opinion. Now citing the generation negative impact of the trial closings, the Mayor has proposed joining forces (again) with the University to find a compromise that will preserve the Boulevard for cars. At the time of the announcement, a scheme was unveiled that called for the narrowing of the Boulevard to two lanes, the removal of parking in the debated block, and a more park-like landscape setting. And, yes, there was to be a better demarcation of pedestrian crossing points. It would indeed seem that this was a Solomonic compromise—every one got something—and no one got everything. In this corner of the world, the unexpected is the one thing that is indeed welcome, since we have before said that Bigelow, as part of Pittsburgh's great network of parks and boulevards, is a historical site of the greatest possible significance. There is, however, a sore irony in all the statements made about the non-closing. Cities elsewhere in the country (Louisville and Buffalo come to mind) are allocating great sums toward the restoration of their boulevard systems, often part of an overall scheme including linkage to parks, and often the handiwork of Frederick Law Olmsted or his firm. Pittsburgh's parks and boulevards in the 19th and early 20th centuries were created by Edward Bigelow, is a brilliant adaptation of the Olmsted scheme, and, as such, ranks as one of our most important demonstrations of city planning. Yet nowhere in all the verbiage of the closing issue did any public official offer the great news about the historic status of the Boulevard as even a secondary argument for retaining the thoroughfare in its unaltered entirety. The grim truth is that the public mind of the City, with regard to this aspect of the designated landscape, is just about where it was a half-century ago: the cultural and economic importance of this street to be ignored; and the single cause of pedestrian safety is to be all that counts. We have the long-term experience of other pedestrian districts, Allegheny Center and the center of East Liberty, to teach us better.
Welcome New Members (as of May 20, 1997)

The Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation welcomes the following new members who recently joined Landmarks. We look forward to their participation in our work and special events.

- Madeline Arena
- Aventheim Insurance Associates, Inc.
- Mr. & Mrs. Thomas S. Barbour and family
- Mary Baze
- John W. Becker
- Melissa Schlicht
- Miriam G. Bode
- Edward B. Brown
- Linda J. Brown

Drs. George F. Bauer Jr.
- Bob Cameron
- Harriet C. Carli
- Lisa Castell
- County of Allegheny Office of Special Events
- Lois A. and Donald F. Davies
- Timothy C. Engelmann
- Agnes Weber Floyd and family
- Kris Giese
- Gladstone Middle School
- Marion Gede
- Maxine and Leo Hengin
- Ralph Hoffmann
- Robert and Eleanor Katchor
- John W. Kelly
- Robert Kirsch
- Barbara Kravick
- James S. Kravick
- Mr. & Mrs. Edward M. Krokosky
- family
- William E. LaRuschi

Welcome Corporate Members (as of May 20, 1997)

- Ellwood Group, Inc.
- Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield
- National City Bank of Pennsylvania
- Oxford Development Company
- PNC Bank

Patrons

- Dollar Bank
- Pittsburgh Trolley Tours
  (“Molly’s Trolleys”)

Correction

In the March 1997 issue of PHLF News, we stated that the Lowen House on Lowsheil Avenue was in Beechview. In fact, it is in Beechview. The Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation, the Jehovah’s Witnesses (source), and a prospective buyer are containing discussions to see if a way can be found to save the severely deteriorated but rare surviving board-and-batten house c. 1860. As of publication, the forecast was promising.

Torrence M. Hunt Fund for Special Projects

In March, Torrence M. Hunt informed the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation of his decision to establish a Named Fund at Landmarks. “As a trustee of Landmarks and a donor to many of its projects,” said Mr. Hunt, “I have been a strong supporter of Landmarks’ work; for more than three decades.”

During the past decade, Mr. Hunt supported the publication of three major books by Landmarks and helped create the Riverwalk of Industrial Artifacts at Station Square. The Hunt Foundations sponsored the publication of Allegheny Cemetery: A Romantic Landscape in Pittsburgh (Landmarks, 1991) and contributed to the 1985 edition of Landmark Architecture and to the forthcoming edition of Pittsburgh’s Landmark Architecture. As a member of Landmarks’ Industrial Artifact Committee, Mr. Hunt arranged for Alcoa’s donation of an aluminum reduction pot and for its installation at Station Square near the Gateway Clipper ramp. On several occasions, Mr. Hunt has contributed funds in support of the Riverwalk.

We are grateful to Mr. Hunt for establishing a Named Fund at Landmarks and look forward to working with him on future projects.

1996 Year-End Gift Donations

In addition to the donors listed in the March 1997 issue of PHLF News, Chevron Products Company recently matched gifts given by Elizabeth R. Bradley and Stephanie G. Sladek. The PPG Industries Foundation recently matched a gift from Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wardrop.

In Memoriam: Robert Garvey

We regret to announce the death of our good friend Bob Garvey, who served as the executive director of the National Trust for Historic Preservation at the time we founded Landmarks. Bob was helpful at the outset and helpful many times again through his years as the National Trust's executive director. Bob was the second executive director of the Trust; he provided leadership in the enactment of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and went on to serve as executive director of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation until his retirement in 1986. The Trust presented him with the Louise DuPont Crowninshield Award, the highest award given in historic preservation, in 1991.

He visited with us in Pittsburgh on a number of occasions and worked with our executive vice president Barbara Hofstot when she served as a trustee of the National Trust; Bob developed a close friendship with the Hofstot family.

In his retirement, he became active in environmental preservation and particularly took an interest in the Outer Banks Wildlife Shelter in North Carolina. He died December 28 at the age of 75.

We are grateful for his encouragement, his constant assistance, and his friendship.

Jamie Van Trump's Legacy Celebrated

A symposium, “The Legacy of James D. Van Trump (1908-1995),” was held at the Frick Fine Arts Auditorium of the University of Pittsburgh on March 21. The impetus for the symposium came from The Friends of Frick Fine Arts of the University of Pittsburgh, who invited Landmarks and The Heinz Architectural Center of The Carnegie Museum of Art to plan and co-sponsor the four-hour event. The symposium was organized around three themes central to Jamie’s work, and three distinguished speakers were invited to address individual topics.

After a general welcome by David Wilkins of the University of Pittsburgh and reminiscences of Jamie by Barry Haugen of Landmarks, Margaret Henderson Floyd of Tufts University, author of Architecture after Richardson, spoke on “The Heart of American Architecture: Regionalism Behind the Veil of Style.” Architectural critic and historian Franck Schulze of Chicago, biographer of Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson, delivered “Notes on the Art of Architectural Criticism,” and David DeLong, professor of architecture and historic preservation at the University of Pennsylvania, talked about “The Place of History in Historic Preservation.”

After the presentations, members of the audience met the speakers and enjoyed coffee in the Fine Arts Building cloister.
Historic Landmark Plaque Awards

Beech Avenue, Allegheny West.

Our Historic Landmark Plaque Designation Committee, chaired by Richard Scaife, met on April 1 to consider twenty-four applications. Approved for Historic Landmark plaques were:

- **Allegheny West, as a district.** These were the "out-lots" in David Redick's survey of Allegheny Town and its divisions. The town was surrounded by the Commons, intended as pastureage and the out-lots were farmland for the town's property owners. Farming seems not to have enjoyed any activity after the first years of the nineteenth century, and the area now known as Allegheny West was urbanized by 1870.

Today it is bisected by a commercial street, Western Avenue, that contains an interesting mix of Victorian architecture, most of it once domestic. On the parallel streets are two outstanding churches, Emmanuel Episcopal by H. H. Richardson and Calvary United Methodist by Vrydaugh and Shepherd, but Mid- and Late Victorian house architecture of a substantial sort predominates in a setting of brick walks and old trees.

- **St. Matthew's African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, Sewickley.** This church of 1912 has rich associations for the African-American community, and is an element of Sewickley's historic center.

- **Hartwood Acres, Indiana Township.** This is not an innovative building group, to be sure; the house of 1938, the home of Mary Flinn Lawrence, is Elizabethan. But it is our immediate area's nearest approximation to a great Long Island house. The architect, Alfred W. Hopkins, indeed had a New York practice; his specialties were jails and farm buildings.

- **DiLworth Traditional Academy, East Liberty.** This is a design of 1914 by Vrydaugh & Wolfe, a well-established Pittsburgh firm. It is one of many Pittsburgh public schools to be constructed in the 1915 period. Its detailing suggests progressive influence from Chicago, where experiments in form and ornamentation characterized commercial, residential, and institutional design.

Establish a Named Fund at Landmarks

A Named Fund is an unrestricted contribution to the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation's endowment fund. Each Named Fund is given a name (usually the donor's name), and is invested along with the rest of Landmarks' endowment and managed in accordance with applicable policies and procedures.

Accounting records are kept in a manner that separately identifies each Named Fund. Income and capital gains and losses experienced by the endowment are allocated proportio-nately to the Named Fund according to its share of the value of the entire endowment. If the donor so requests when the Named Fund is established, Landmarks will communicate periodically with the donor of the Named Fund to discuss its status and the use of its income, identifying activities that may be of interest to the donor. By law, ultimate responsibility for determining how Named Funds will be used rests with Landmarks' Board of Trustees. However, Landmarks works closely with donors to accommodate the donor's specific interest (neighborhood revitalization, education, historic religious properties, etc.).

Income and, where permitted by law, realized net capital gains are used to fund Landmarks projects, subject to Landmarks policies regarding the expenditure of endowment income and net realized capital gains.

Questions regarding Named Funds may be referred to Cathy Broucek or Arthur Ziegler by calling (412) 471-5808.
Events for Members

Call Mary Lu Denny, Monday through Friday between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. at (412) 471-5808, for more information on the following tours and special events.

Weekly Downtown Walking Tours

- Allegheny County Courthouse: Meet at the fountain in the USX Tower Plaza and explore the architectural landmarks and corporate sky-scrappers along Grant Street and surrounding Mellon Square Park.
- Pittsburgh’s Lindum Architecture: Celebrate the publication of Pittsburgh’s Landmark Architecture by Walter C. Kidney.
- Pittsburgh's Lindum Architecture: Join homeowners and Landmarks staff for a summer afternoon house tour in historic Manchester. More than a dozen private homes will be open.
- Schenley Farms Historic District in Oakland: Docents from Landmarks will lead guided tours through the Schenley Farms Historic District.
- Pittsburgh Bridge Lecture and Boat Tour: We'll stroll down Murray Hill Avenue and ask about the criteria for Historic Landmark status along Grant Street and search for gargoyles and other creatures carved in stone on this downtown walking tour for families.
- Pittsburgh Bridge Lecture and Boat Tour: Join Albert Tannler and author Joan Gard for this afternoon bus tour exploring some of Pittsburgh’s finest glass storefronts designed by the Rudy brothers.
- Pittsburgh Bridge Lecture and Boat Tour: We urged curtailment of large-scale projects, often envisioned by planners and political leaders, that result in major disruption of existing buildings and streets for the imposition of idealistic, visionary glamour projects.
The New Downtown Plan

Landmarks continues to serve on the various task forces for the development of a new downtown plan by the Department of City Planning. Landmarks staff members serve on the housing, planning, and marketing task forces.

Major Parking Facilities for the Golden Triangle

The health and well-being of historic buildings in the Golden Triangle are greatly affected by where downtown parking is located. Proposals for large parking garages are in order, but the location of these must be carefully considered. The current proposal to build a 5,000-car garage adjacent to the Civic Arena will put a further barrier between the historic Hill District and downtown. The planning of the lower Hill in the 1950s for an arts acropolis, apartments, and a home for the Civic Light Opera (the Civic Arena) resulted in the eradication of the homes of over 8,000 people, and a plan that was never carried out can in fact largely be cancelled. But the Civic Arena and its parking lots already have formed a barrier, and a huge parking garage will do more to wall neighborhoods off from downtown Pittsburgh than connect them.

The Proposed Botanical Garden

At first it might seem that a botanical garden and historic preservation have nothing in common, but further examination of the proposal to locate a large new public botanical garden in Marshall Township provides a different perspective. Marshall Township is not readily accessible by any public transit, thereby eliminating the chance of job creation for and visitation by many inner-city residents, including minority residents who often live in historic neighborhoods. How much more beneficial it would be if a new attraction was self-sustaining and capable of generating employment opportunities for all of our people.

Landmarks has proposed that the idea of placing the botanical garden in or near one of the major public parks be studied; in particular, we have suggested that conversation be opened with the residents in the Highland Park area where it could possibly be located adjacent to the zoo and overlooking the river. Such a development would also help provide needed funds for the maintenance of Highland Park.

Nominating Pittsburgh Historic Districts

Last year, we worked with the residents of several neighborhoods to determine whether they would like to be nominated for City Historic District designation. To date, Deutschtown has been so designated and several more neighborhoods may soon be nominated. Designation provides Historic Review Commission control of remodeling and demolition so that a neighborhood can retain its historic character. (Please see the cover story for this issue for more information.)

Regional Renaissance Partnership

The Mayor, County Commissioners, and the Allegheny Conference have proposed a $1 billion improvement program for the City, primarily because the misconceived and deteriorating projects of the previous decades now require yet more investment. The improvement programs involve the creation of a new ball park, improvements to the Civic Arena, possibly demolition of Three Rivers Stadium and its replacement, a major augmentation to the Convention Center, and a number of other projects. The huge investments in similar projects from 1950 to 1970 did not address housing needs in the neighborhoods; improvements to “Main Streets” or job-training opportunities and public-transit access to jobs. We will be commenting further upon the proposed improvement programs in a future newsletter, but we do want our members to know that we will be advocating that funds must be included in these vast expenditures for the restoration of our historic neighborhoods and for job-training for residents. These issues must not be secondary to those of placing the botanical garden in or near downtown Pittsburgh. The City has the infrastructure in place for good housing and it has the accommodations for good living. Landmarks is advocating that we concentrate our scant resources on improving our historic neighborhoods and creating a good urban transit system rather than contributing to the waste of good land, the increase in highway noise and pollution, and the bleeding of the city.

National Trust Regional Director Explores Opportunities for Partnership

On March 27, Patricia Wilson Aden, director of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Office of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, came to Pittsburgh to meet with Landmarks president Arthur P. Ziegler, Jr., and Howard B. Slaughter, Jr., director of preservation services. After discussing issues relevant to the Trust and opportunities for a collaborative partnership between the two organizations, Ms. Wilson Aden toured Manchester, the South Side, and Garfield.

Ms. Wilson Aden is interested in developing model programs here in Pittsburgh through the National Trust that will benefit other parts of the country as well. “We at the National Trust always view Pittsburgh as a leader. We hope by working together in this manner we are breaking new ground,” said Ms. Wilson Aden. Howard B. Slaughter, Jr. commented: “This is a significant opportunity for Landmarks and demonstrates the important role our organization plays in regard to the historic preservation movement nationwide.”

Call Mary Ann Eubanks at (412) 471-5808 if you are interested in...

EXPLORE PITTSBURGH’S RIVERS AND BRIDGES

Sign up for a one-part education class. On August 28, education coordinator Mary Ann Eubanks and bridge expert John Nollet will present a slide lecture on the history and design of notable Pittsburgh bridges.

On August 30, class participants will board the Wygser and embark on a three-hour river tour.

The class will be limited to 30 people.
The class fee will be $40 for members of Landmarks and $50 for non-members.

Call now for reservations.

THE LANDMARKS STORE

The Book and Gift Shop of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation

OLD HOUSE BOOKS AND VIDEOS

Before you begin fixing up your old house, you might want to visit The Landmarks Store at Station Square. New book and video titles relating to home improvement include:

• Inspecting an Old House Before You Buy

Produced by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, this informative video will take the guesswork out of buying an older home. A preservation consultant guides you through several houses, addressing such important areas as flooring, structural soundness, electrical service, and plumbing. $29.95

• Caring for Your Old House

This book provides helpful advice on improving a house for possible purchase: what to expect when considering repairs and hiring architects and contractors. $16.95

Lighting for Historic Buildings

One of the most perplexing questions facing a restorer is how to light an historic interior appropriately while meeting modern living needs. This book provides a valuable guide to the history of lighting, and catalogs all reproductions. The Landmarks Store has other books in this series: Wallpapers and Fabrics for Historic Buildings, Fabrics for Historic Buildings, and Floor Coverings for Historic Buildings. $19.95 each.

On books of the care of moldings, windows, and other details of a building are also available. The Landmarks Store carries books on preservation law and on saving neighborhoods from inappropriate development.

Please show your Landmarks membership card at the counter to receive your 10% discount on the above prices. The Landmarks Store is open Monday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m., and Sunday, Noon to 5 p.m. For more information, call the store at (412) 765-1042.

PH LF LANDMARKS WELCOMES

ELWOOD GROUP, INC.
HIGHMARK BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD NATIONAL CITY BANK OF PENNSYLVANIA OXFORD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY PNC BANK as Corporate Member Benefactors of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation

Landmarks appreciates the contribution of Elwood Group, Inc., Highmark Blue Cross Blue Shield National City Bank of Pennsylvania Oxford Development Company, and PNC Bank in helping us create a future for Pittsburgh by preserving its past.
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Preservation Scene

Liberty Avenue Restorations

In our August 1996 issue we showed the fronts of 801 and 803 Liberty Avenue in the process of being stripped of the Dimling Candy sign that had covered their upper floors since 1953. This February, the restored fronts (including ones on Eighth Street and Exchange Way) were revealed. The buildings can be documented as far back as 1877, though the Eighth Street front of 801 suggests Greek Revival of c. 1850. A remodeling permit of 1892 is the principal document used in Landmarks Design Associates Architects’ restoration for The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust. The buildings are next to Benedum Center, and the Original Oyster House, long at Market Square, has branched out into 801.

HRC Report

The Historic Review Commission (HRC), City of Pittsburgh, published its report for 1996 in February. The HRC is responsible for about 2,000 buildings in nine districts, thirty-nine historic structures, and one historic site. Continuing the report, then: historic nominations were processed for adding the Syria Mosque site to the Oakland Civic Center Historic District (eventually approved by City Council); creation of the Deutschtown National Register District as a City Historic District (approved by City Council); and designation of Pennsylvania Hall and the Mineral Industries Building on the PIt campus as City Historic Structures (rejected). For Preservation Week in May of 1996 the HRC presented its annual awards for outstanding projects; there were seventy-three of these. The HRC walking-tour brochures are still available, and this fact was mentioned; so was the existence of the Pittsburgh Register of Historic Places, completed in 1993. Finally, the HRC declared that it had issued 190 Certificates of Appropriateness, affecting buildings under its jurisdiction. Most required no approval from the HRC at its monthly meetings, and the average time for a Yes or a No to applicants was 6.6 business days.

Murals Survive Church Demolition

The congregation of St. Mary’s German Catholic Church in McKeesport, in consequence of a parish merger, raised the question of what would happen to its art. Candlesticks and the like were easily transferred, but Dargate Galleries was more ambitious in wanting a dozen murals, up to forty feet high and twelve in number, from its little Romanesque church on Collier, where the gymnasium will be greatly appreciated. Discussions, particularly because of the community near the site, were in progress. The HRC, at its monthly meetings, determined that the church was of historical significance in a small community near the county line.

Schoolhouse Arts Center Building

The Schoolhouse Arts Center, a historic red-brick schoolhouse at 2600 South Park Road in Bethel Park, needs further rehabilitation work, specifically improvement of the heating system. This will require $25,000, and donations in any amount will be greatly appreciated. Discussions, in the meantime, have taken place regarding possible performing-arts programs.

Murals at the former church have been saved and will be displayed in the Schoolhouse Arts Center building.

Shouse House to Be Demolished

In March, the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation learned that the Shouse house of c. 1840 on Main and Bridge Streets in Glenwillard was to be demolished. This promised a sad end to a building of historical significance in a small community near the county line.

Glenwillard was originally Shousetown, and this was the house of its founder Peter Shouse, a boat builder who came here in 1822. The original house was a three-bay construction with a chimney at one end; at a later date, a five-bay addition with a chimney at each end was added, reproducing the original details, and the porch that gave the street front a nearly symmetrical appearance must have been added later still.

Shousetown was a boat-building area through most of the nineteenth century, but its prime moment was probably in 1867, with the launching of the hull of the Great Republic, designed by Nathan Potter, a relative of Peter Shouse. This, one of the grandest packets in the Lower Mississippi River service, was fitted with machinery and cabins at Pittsburgh.

Call Us

Our staff wants to hear from you if you see or know of any historic buildings that are threatened with demolition or that have recently been demolished. We need your help in covering the County. Please call Walter Kidney (412-471-5808) and report what you know.
Homewood Cemetery
Greenhouse to Be Razed

Major historical structures at Homewood Cemetery seem destined for destruction: greenhouses of 1909-10, consisting of a very large Palm House in vaulted form greenhouses of 1909-10, consisting of a New York, the builders of the Phipps with five gabled wings. These were the architecture of the existing buildings. Dampness permeates the area from both the greenhouses and put a new roof over the basement.}

Greenhouses to Be Razed

Hornbostel Buildings at Pitt

Two fragments of Henry Hornbostel's grand hillside scheme for the University of Pittsburgh, proposed by the Pittsburgh Historic Re-review Commission as City Historic Structures, have been rejected by that body as having insufficient architectural interest in themselves. The City's Planning Commission and City Council will very likely agree. Landmarks agrees too, but with the additional recommendation that the relief sculpture of Aesculapius on Pennsylvania Hall, a part of the intended Medical School, and the lively terra-cotta doorframe of the Mineral Industries Building, the original Dental School, be preserved and re-erected in new construction. Aesculapius occupies almost the whole height of the Medical School's gable, and would be a startling figure to encounter if properly sited, while the fancy Dental School doorway would absolve a fair-sized modern building from any further architectural obligations.

Jill Watson Fund

A fund has been announced to commemorate the architect Jill Watson, partner in Arthur Lubetz Associates, who was killed in the TWA Flight 800 disaster. She had been an adjunct profes-

more News on the Neptune Statue

After reading the article "Neptune Fountain at Phipps Conservatory" in the March issue of PHIL News, Mrs. James G. Hunter called to inform us that the restoration of the statue by Karkadosin Bronze Art, Inc. was made possible from donations inspired by Mary Reed Sutton, an original member of the 1975 ad hoc committee for the restoration and preservation of Phipps Conservatory and also a member of Landmarks. On September 12, 1996, Phipps Conservatory, Phipps in Parks, and the City of Pittsburgh Department of Parks and Recreation sponsored a dedication ceremony at the Phipps Conservatory lily pools to celebrate the return of the newly refurbished Neptune statue. The bronze statue was cast c. 1858 and graced the Conservatory's front entrance around 1895. Neptune later was moved to various locations and eventually was vandalized. Its refurbishment and return to Phipps Conservatory in 1996 was justly celebrated.

What's the Architecture?

Walter C. Kidney

The City of Pittsburgh's historic preservation ordinance protects only exteriors visible from public land. In a flat-roofed building, such as a commercial structure on Liberty Avenue, the protection is confined to facades, to a few inches' depth at one end of a building 160 feet deep. In a way this seems absurd: function and structure can be altered incompletely behind this surface, whose fancy treatment says nothing about what it covers, that save it apparently needs all the light and air it can get. A utilitarian mind would just as soon see the facade come down. It is a screen, a mask; the joints probably run side-to-side between the party walls so it holds nothing up, and plain construction is good enough to complete the enclosure. To demand preservation of the fancy front is to ignore the reality of the building, which consists of spaces and the materials sufficient to define them. And yet: think of this fancy commercial front as the cover of a catalogue. The cover takes up only a small fraction of the catalogue's thickness, but it is designed to be more evocative than the drab and colorless factuality of its pages; thus it is vividly designed, treated and printed (as it were) in full color for better stock. Seen this way, special attention to a facade makes sense.

And even as structure, plan, and function are altered within, an analog may be possible between a traditional catalogue cover and different offerings, over the decades, as a result of the company's introduction and withdrawal of products. And yet: think of this fancy commercial front as the cover of a catalogue. The cover takes up only a small fraction of the catalogue's thickness, but it is designed to be more evocative than the drab and colorless factuality of its pages; thus it is vividly designed, treated and printed (as it were) in full color for better stock. Seen this way, special attention to a facade makes sense.

And even as structure, plan, and function are altered within, an analog may be possible between a traditional catalogue cover and different offerings, over the decades, as a result of the company's introduction and withdrawal of products. And yet: think of this fancy commercial front as the cover of a catalogue. The cover takes up only a small fraction of the catalogue's thickness, but it is designed to be more evocative than the drab and colorless factuality of its pages; thus it is vividly designed, treated and printed (as it were) in full color for better stock. Seen this way, special attention to a facade makes sense.
Believing that...through beauty life could be made joyous, to create beauty became his goal, and by virtue of that he lived and died a great artist....It is seen in his architecture, in his decorative interiors, in his stage productions, in his murals, which were, when the final analysis is made, merely reflections and inevitable results of his nature. The joyous spirit dwelt with him, grew with him, and went out from him into others' lives.


The Urban Room set for the opening luncheon on May 9, 1929.

The Joseph Urban Room:
Landmarks and the William Penn Work Together
Albert M. Tanoler

On March 4, the William Penn Hotel held a reception to unveil a refurbished Urban Room, sixty-eight years after the opening of the room celebrated a major expansion of the hotel in 1929.

News accounts recorded that inaugural opening. One reported:

Last night for the first time, the Urban Room, comprising the seventeenth floor of the addition to the ballroom, was thrown open. The interior was designed by Joseph Urban, New York, famous for his stage settings, and is done in a motif of gold and black. The decoration is carried out in the colors of Pittsburgh from top to bottom...

Another account stated that the room "is regarded as one of the most beautiful public rooms in the country. It is named after its designer and decorator."

Whether the owner of the hotel who commissioned the Urban Room or its designer chose black and gold as a tribute to local boosterism or for purely aesthetic reasons, the Urban Room has served its constituency well: it is a remarkable space designed by a remarkable artist.

Joseph Urban
Joseph Urban (1872–1933), Viennese-born and trained, was something of a prodigy. At the age of nineteen, while still a student of architecture at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts, he received his first design commission to decorate the palace of the Khedive of Egypt. His trip to Egypt had a decisive influence on his work. He later wrote:

"The strange deep blue of the Mediterranean, the white city, the flaming sails of the boats, the riot of color in the costumes, and over all a purple sky—this enormous impression followed me my whole life and dominated for years my color schemes."

Urban’s talent for design was prodigious and many-sided. He designed buildings and all aspects of their interior decoration. He was commissioned by the Austrian government to design stamps and currency. He was a noted illustrator of children’s books. He designed calendars, posters, and exhibitions—his prize-winning interiors for the Austrian Pavilion at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904 are but one of many examples.

In 1911, Urban came to America where he spent the remainder of his life and where he continued to combine diverse design careers. His stage sets, lighting design, costumes, and stage direction for opera, theater, Broadway extravaganzas, and films revolutionized these fields. He designed buildings in Palm Beach, Florida—such as the Bath and Tennis Club, the Paramount Theatre, and several houses including a remodeling of “Mar-a-Lago” (now a National Historic Landmark) for Marjorie Merriweather Post. Urban’s completed projects in New York, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, and Chicago included theaters, hotel banquet and reception rooms, restaurants, social and athletic clubs, a clothing store, an office building, residential interiors, and a city college (the New School for Social Research). His last position was lighting director for the Century of Progress Exposition, which opened in Chicago shortly after his death in 1933.

Joseph Urban and Pittsburgh
In 1926 Joseph Urban submitted a set of designs for a proposed first-floor remodeling of Kaufmann’s Department Store; the project was awarded to Pittsburgh architects Jansen & Cocken. Urban’s talent for design was prodigious and many-sided. He designed buildings and all aspects of their interior decoration. He was commissioned by the Austrian government to design stamps and currency. He was a noted illustrator of children’s books. He designed calendars, posters, and exhibitions—his prize-winning interiors for the Austrian Pavilion at the St. Louis Exposition in 1904 are but one of many examples.

In 1911, Urban came to America where he spent the remainder of his life and where he continued to combine diverse design careers. His stage sets, lighting design, costumes, and stage direction for opera, theater, Broadway extravaganzas, and films revolutionized these fields. He designed buildings in Palm Beach, Florida—such as the Bath and Tennis Club, the Paramount Theatre, and several houses including a remodeling of “Mar-a-Lago” (now a National Historic Landmark) for Marjorie Merriweather Post. Urban’s completed projects in New York, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, and Chicago included theaters, hotel banquet and reception rooms, restaurants, social and athletic clubs, a clothing store, an office building, residential interiors, and a city college (the New School for Social Research). His last position was lighting director for the Century of Progress Exposition, which opened in Chicago shortly after his death in 1933.

Joseph Urban and Pittsburgh

In 1929 Urban designed the room in the William Penn Hotel that bears his name (the second of three hotel reception rooms to be so named) adjacent to the Grand Ballroom on the seventeenth floor. The Urban Room could be used as an extension of the ballroom or as a separate reception or banquet room. On May 9, 1929, 1,500 guests gathered there to celebrate the opening of the "Greatest William Penn Hotel". Urban’s banquet room has walls of black Carrara glass, outlined in gilt trim, rising from a black and green marble base on a four-tiered concave gilt rudding. The elliptical ceiling painting, which is surrounded by four gold concentric rings, has a border of twelve colorfully dressed women playing musical instruments in a field of golden flowers. Behind the players, across a blue waterway, exotic buildings are set against a blue sky. The sky serves as the backdrop for a filigree of golden branches in the center of the painting. Fourteen murals around the room depict an exotic tree set within a flower bed. Urban colored blossoms and branches purple, pink, green, brown, gold, blue (a blue-green shade called "Urban blue"), white, and black. Originally the wood floor was painted black, and movable carpeting, which had been removed, was laid at occasions dictated. A large cone-shaped bronze chandelier reflected light upward onto the ceiling painting.

The Urban Room
In 1929 Urban designed the room in the William Penn Hotel that bears his name (the second of three hotel reception rooms to be so named) adjacent to the Grand Ballroom on the seventeenth floor.

The Urban Room could be used as an extension of the ballroom or as a separate reception or banquet room. On May 9, 1929, 1,500 guests gathered there to celebrate the opening of the "Greatest William Penn Hotel". Urban’s banquet room has walls of black Carrara glass, outlined in gilt trim, rising from a black and green marble base on a four-tiered concave gilt rudding. The elliptical ceiling painting, which is surrounded by four gold concentric rings, has a border of twelve colorfully dressed women playing musical instruments in a field of golden flowers. Behind the players, across a blue waterway, exotic buildings are set against a blue sky. The sky serves as the backdrop for a filigree of golden branches in the center of the painting. Fourteen murals around the room depict an exotic tree set within a flower bed. Urban colored blossoms and branches purple, pink, green, brown, gold, blue (a blue-green shade called "Urban blue"), white, and black. Originally the wood floor was painted black, and movable carpeting, which had been removed, was laid at occasions dictated. A large cone-shaped bronze chandelier reflected light upward onto the ceiling painting.
Another Overlooked Pittsburgh Design by Joseph Urban—Now Gone

Today the Irene Kaufmann Settlement will dedicate their $650,000 addition....The blue swimming pool ranks among the beautiful pools of the country, the tile work being the design of Joseph Urban.

*The Index of Pittsburgh Life, January 18, 1930*

Recently Martin Aurand, Architecture Librarian and Archivist at Carnegie Mellon University, sent me a copy of an article about the Irene Kaufmann Settlement in the Hill District. The article by Edward M. Power appeared in the February 1932 issue of *Greater Pittsburgh* and documents Joseph Urban’s design of...
A Walk Along Carson Street

Walter C. Kidney

The City Historic District centered on East Carson Street has been in existence long enough to offer a number of examples of new commercial fronts in old buildings, and show how they are fitting in. Most of the District's ground floor fronts predate the District's designation, for better or worse. Several of these are worth commending.

Numbers 1212-18, where gangly Romanesque in tan brick perches over Modernistic etched black glass, stand out. At 2022, the Subway sign is crass, but the corbel table along the top of the facade has real verve. Le Pommier, at 2104, re-uses and duplicates an authentic Greek Revival wooden shop front that had remained at the site. The front of 2312 has a charming fakery about it: a pseudo-gambrel gable in mellow brick and stucco, fronting a plain brick box; the effect suggests a home-grown Dutch Expressionism, from 1930 or thereabouts at a guess.

Of the post-designation commercial fronts, most are harmonious and inoffensive. They are inclined to have open frames of wood or metal, little-adorned and holding large areas of glass, as in the cases of Rustica International and the adjoining Natural and Organic Food Market in the 1100 block. Other examples of this minimal style, admitting much light to interiors inclined to be deep and spacious, are the Tirscany Café at 1501, Bruschetta's in the 1800 block, and the yet-unlabeled shops in the Maul Building, dark skeletons of framework within cream-colored 1910-period terra cotta. Fascia signs tend to use Roman lettering faces, not too large. The effect, as such frontage extends along the street, will be inoffensive but perhaps a little too self-effacing, too subdued for the brash and bold red-brick fronts typically found above. Fat City at 1601 (chrome, black glass, neon) and City Grill at 2019 (black-and-white tile checkers with blue neon) are desirable interruptions to the encroaching good taste, which again is to be found in the plain building now under construction on 18th Street at the northeast corner. On the other hand, simple hanging signs, oval in shape and unusually pleasant in design, give distinction to the two Always A Monday establishments, laundry and cafe, at 2328-30.

One of the most remarkable district fronts of any period is still under construction; a work of Integrated Architectural Services, that is of John Martine, it has a fantastic quasi-Classical composition like a two-level colonnade.
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with a bracketed cornice, all done in welded and bolted steelwork with standing flanges creating strong shadows and silhouettes everywhere. Encased in plain red brick, this work of steel Classicism has a color yet to be determined. Martine says maybe “grey-blue green,” standing free of a red curtain

The occasional walk along East Carson Street looks as if it will offer fresh and pleasant experiences henceforth.

wall, though a final decision on color had not been made at the time of writing. Another notable first-floor front is that of Sushi Two at 2122, Japanese in expression with woodwork light in color though solid in appearance that includes doors with close spaced slats flush with their frames. Above is a false roof with Japanese pantiles. Finally, the South Side Planning Forum is hoping that the western end of the old Jones & Laughlin site, as far east as 27th Street and north to the anticipated marina, will see commercial design similar in its nature. Over all, we might applaud a little more boldness of contrast between the new commercial fronts and the old-and-bold Victorian upper stories.

2009 East Carson, under construction

2122 East Carson

Signage at 2328–30 East Carson

Fat City, 1601 East Carson

City Grill, 2019 East Carson

Tuscany Cafe, 1501 East Carson

18th and East Carson

2nd Floor East Carson Street looks as if it will offer fresh and pleasant experiences henceforth.

2009 East Carson Street looks as if it will offer fresh and pleasant experiences henceforth.

2009 East Carson, under construction

"Sígnage at 2328-30 East Carson 2122 East Carson 2009 East Carson" under construction
PITTSBURGH ARCHITECTURE:
Bridges Coming Up, Going Down

Walter C. Kidney

The Larimer Avenue Bridge, when completed in 1912, was said to have the second-largest concrete arch span in the world: 332 feet with a 67-foot rise. The City’s engineer C. J. Wilkerson designed a mighty construction of bristling steel reinforcement held in place by a seeming chaos of timber formwork and falsework.

Construction shots for bridge projects are not too commonly seen, yet how interesting they can be, revealing the esoteric processes by which some great span was formed. Here are a few from our library.

The Swickley anchor span completed, the main span of the Swickley Bridge seems to be clawing its way into space, with much will but no purpose. As it happens, the matching element is reaching out from Stoops Ferry. This is a cantilever bridge with a 750-foot main span. The bridge was completed in 1931. The local engineer J. G. Chalfont has designed a highway bridge that one pundit declares “inordinately heavy... the greatest dead weight of any cantilever in the United States except for New York’s Queensboro Bridge; an awesome, if dubious distinction.” It came down in 1980; one of its tower pinnacles is at Station Square.

The City Architect Stanley Roush topped off the Larimer Avenue Bridge with these lamps, absurd as a combination of elements but beautiful nonetheless.
Bold Bridges

Opinions may differ on the Miesian starkness of One Oliver Plaza, but a look at that building when the sun falls on it reveals a remarkable color: a strong cinnamon with a singing quality, a far from negative hue. Such a color with a little more red in it, but no darker, would bring out the superstructures of our steel bridges, define their ossatures clearly and present them heroically. We should say goodbye to Aztec Gold, the PennDOT color of choice that begins in a vulgar curbstone hue and weathers to the color, witness the Liberty Bridge, of watery mustard.

In 1891, John Augustus Roebling's Sixth Street Bridge of 1859 came down; it was yielding place to Theodore Cooper's new truss bridge that could take the weight of electric trolleys. At this point, falsework holds up the deck, soon to be deprived of its support. Behind it is Gustave Lindenthal's Seventh Street Bridge. In the foreground, at the James Rees & Son boatyard, are steamers that are probably awaiting repairs.

In September 1912, the project to carry Atherton Avenue over the Pennsylvania main line had gone this far: arch falsework that looks very light, sprays of reinforcing rods.

Light's Golden Jubilee

Such was the name of the golden illumination shown here, a celebration in 1929 honoring the fiftieth anniversary of the light bulb. A similar event, outlining or festooning bridges and buildings, occurred in 1938 on the County’s sesquicentennial.

The Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation participated in discussions on bridge lighting a few years ago, and came out in favor of just such pearl strings of light as are shown here. The alternative of floodlighting the bridges seemed to break up their airy superstructures too much and destroyed the effect of reflections on the water.

Celebrate Pittsburgh!

For a great selection of Pittsburgh books, videos, gifts and classic photos, visit The Landmarks Store!

Bring in this ad and increase your PHLF membership discount from 10% to 15% and receive a free print depicting scenes from Pittsburgh’s industrial past.

(Some restrictions apply; valid through August 31, 1997)

The Book and Gift Shop of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation

The Landmarks Store
Balcony Level • The Shops at Station Square • 412-765-1042

A gift of your appreciated securities or real estate can be used to create a lifetime income for you—and provide the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation with much-needed resources to restore our historic houses, churches, schools, parks and gardens. You can help revitalize a main street in one of our neighborhoods, provide restored housing for low-to moderate-income residents, or put an empty church or school back into use. Landmarks can put your securities and property to good work while bringing you lifetime income from your gift. Federal and state tax savings and estate planning may also be possible.

Your Gift Can Restore Our Heritage

Creating a Future for Pittsburgh by Preserving Its Past
Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation
One Station Square • Suite 450 • Pittsburgh, PA • 15219-3114
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**Education News**

### African-American Timeline to Be Reprinted

Thanks to a grant from Dollar Bank, the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation is reprinting "The African-American Legacy in Allegheny County: A Timeline of Key Events." Dollar Bank supported the initial printing of the timeline in December 1995 and 2,500 copies were distributed to schools, libraries, community groups, churches, etc. during Black History Month in 1996. The second edition of the timeline will be printed in July, in time for the NAACP convention and tours. If you are interested in receiving a free copy of the timeline, please call Mary Ann Eubanks at (412) 471-5808.

### Summertime Stroll

Thanks to a contribution from The Galbreath Company, the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation will offer guided downtown walking tours every Wednesday, June through September, from 12 Noon to 12:45 p.m. The tours will depart from the USX Tower fountain and end at the Allegheny County courtyard. Participants will explore architectural landmarks and corporate skyscrapers along Grant Street and surrounding Mellon Square Park. The tour fee is $2 for members and $3 for non-members. Advance reservations are not required but would be appreciated. Call Mary Lu Denny at (412) 471-5808.

### Ozanam Cultural Center

On April 15 and 22, Landmarks' executive director Louise Sturgess introduced five and six year olds at Ozanam Cultural Center to basic ideas in architecture and helped them appreciate the value of a historic neighborhood. The children made paper-bag buildings and toured the Hill District.

### Frank Lloyd Wright Wisconsin Heritage Tour

On May 2, Al Tannler, historical collections director at Landmarks, conducted a tour for members of the Frank Lloyd Wright Wisconsin Heritage group. They visited Emmanuel Episcopal Church on the North Side, Richardson's County Buildings and the Koppers Building downtown, and the Minnetonka Building and Stengel, Alden, and Sträberg houses in the East End.

### Thank You

The Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation thanks Andrew and Robert Ferguson for donating two compact discs (The Rembrandts L.P. and U2 Boy) to Landmarks' "Portable Pittsburgh" traveling artifact kit. Thank you for contributing your popular music to Landmarks' educational program.
Architecture in Our Community
Margaret J. Starkes-Ross

Mrs. Starkes-Ross and her first graders at Sunnyside Elementary.

Margaret J. Starkes-Ross, a first-grade teacher at Sunnyside Elementary Public School in Stanton Heights, developed the following educational unit after participating in Gateway to Music's February teacher inservice and hearing Louise Sturgess, executive director of Landmarks, speak about the value of using architecture in the classroom. Mrs. Starkes-Ross incorporated a study of architecture in her social studies and language arts curricula. With her permission we reprint her project description here.

First, I introduced architecture to the students as exploring the structure, appearance, and function of buildings. I created a week-long unit, with a different activity each day.

Drawing Your Home
The students were encouraged to involve their parents in helping them create an illustration of their home, as an over-night assignment. Students were asked to write a short paragraph about the type of house they live in. Is it one story or multi-story? With detached or shared walls? Row houses or duplexes?

To my surprise, both the children and their parents became highly involved in this assignment. They went into great depth describing their homes. Each child was given the opportunity to share his/her project with the class.

Shapes in Architecture
Our second class activity was to describe the different shapes that made up our classroom. After a classroom discussion on the different shapes and designs in our classroom, the children illustrated what they saw in the room.

School and Neighborhood History
We concluded our study of Sunnyside architecture by reviewing the history of Sunnyside School and the Stanton Heights community. The buildings in Stanton Heights are mostly homes. They are one, one-and-a-half, and two-story houses. This community was said to have been built after World War II. Before this time, this area was a large golf course. The houses were given the name “salt boxes,” because of their simplicity in structure. They were built around the same time period, so the majority of them have similar layouts. There are some row houses and duplexes. There is one church that the children thought was distinctive because of its windows and the cross at the top of it. There is one firehouse which is often noticed because of the Pepsi machine in front of it and the two big doors.

There is one two-story community store. One story is used as a store and the second story has several video games in it for children. Sunnyside School is the only school in this community. In order to meet the needs of the growing community, ground was broken for the new Sunnyside School on July 18, 1952. The one-story building is on a fourteen-acre site. The building is constructed of brick, glass, steel, and aluminum. One wing is 168 feet long and the other is 144 feet long. There is a 64-foot courtyard separating the two wings. I mentioned this project to my school secretary and she went into the archives and retrieved an abundance of Sunnyside memories, dating back to the 1800s.

The children timed themselves, walking from one wing of the school to the other. They then chose twelve words to describe our school and they were: nice, happy, big, excellent, fun, perfect, painted, brick siding, nicely built, "humpy" steps, leaning, and shapes. They were asked to draw a picture of their school and to share whether or not there was anything else that they felt should be done to improve the school. Most of the children felt that it was fine the way it was. I'm positive that Sunnyside School with its rich history is looked upon as a community treasure...

This project has given me a whole new insight into architecture. It has taught me to appreciate building structure and design and not to overlook the creativity, effort, and beauty that is very obvious in the art of building.

Ashlee AcRie
Simone Quinterly
Marshayla Merrienne
Kelly McCaIn
Treniro Coulterson
Rachisha Simpson
Darius Ramsey
Nathan Harper

This project has given me a whole new insight into architecture. It has taught me to appreciate building structure and design and not to overlook the creativity, effort, and beauty that is very obvious in the art of building.
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Support the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation in its work to:

- Identify and preserve the architectural landmarks and historic designed landscapes in Allegheny County;
- Encourage and support the revitalization of historic inner-city neighborhoods through Preservation Loan Fund initiatives and events;
- Operate Stanhope Square, the historic riverfront project initiated by Landmarks in 1970;
- Create tours, publications, and educational programs on local history and architecture;
- Educate the public about historic preservation through the resources of Landmarks' library and archives;
- Continue a well-managed, responsive, self-supporting membership organization with the ability to implement these goals on a long-range basis.

Membership Benefits

- 10% discount at local historic Bed & Breakfasts and City Inn.
- Free subscription to PHLF News.
- Many volunteer opportunities.
- A 10% discount at The Landmarks Store in The Shops at Station Square.
- Free access to our library reference in The Landmarks Building at Station Square.
- Discounts on, or free use of, all educational resources.
- Reduced rates on tours, and invitations to lectures, seminars, and special events.

Please call Mary Lu Denman at (412) 471-5808 for specifics.

Membership Categories

Please enroll me as a member of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation. I have enclosed a contribution in the amount of:

(check appropriate category):

- Individual $20 or more
- Family $25 or more
- School and Non-profit $25 or more
- Senior Citizen $10 or more
- Corporate Supporter $50 or more
- Corporate Member $250 or more
- Life Benefactor $2,000 (life-time gift)

The portion of your dues exceeding $15 is tax-deductible.

A copy of the official registration and financial information for the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation may be obtained by writing to the Pennsylvania Dept. of State, Common Wealth of Pennsylvania, 1601 Market St., #310, Harrisburg, PA 17120. Information may be obtained by calling (800) 732-0999. Registration does not imply endorsement. (as required by PA Act 205)

Deutschtown: A New City Historic District

(continued from page 1)

Deutschtown: Now a City Historic District


This is an account of the saving and adaptation of one of the city’s oldest extant churches and its accompanying priory. The church was lost threatened by the East Street Valley Expressway project, and the Diocese no longer wanted it; it looked, indeed, as if both building would come down in the early 1990s. Yet by 1982 it was clear to PenSOOT, owners of the buildings by then, that their building space would not be required and might be sold. And so they were, in 1984, to Edward and Mary Ann Graf, who converted the priory into The Priory—a City Inn, a B&B, and in 1996, and Mary’s Church into Pittsburgh’s Grand Hall at The Priory, a social hall for rent.

A book signing by the author took place on June 8, on the occasion of a Grand Hall open house and the dedication of Laura’s Blumengarten, a small formal garden opposite the entrance.

Book Reviews


This is a review of a newsside developments, some inland, in every inhabited continent but Africa. Some forty developments get extensive individual treatments, and a “gazetteer” adds succinct accounts of ninety-one others, including Station Square. This material is broken down by waterfront roles, as concerns the major treatments: commercial, cultural/educational/environmental, historic, recreational, residential, and working.

A meticulous book, full of objective information, very well illustrated, through with a wipsy sans-serif text type not easily read.


This is an account of the saving and adaptation of one of the city’s oldest extant churches and its accompanying priory. The church was lost threatened by the East Street Valley Expressway project, and the Diocese no longer wanted it; it looked, indeed, as if both building would come down in the early 1990s. Yet by 1982 it was clear to PenSOOT, owners of the buildings by then, that their building space would not be required and might be sold. And so they were, in 1984, to Edward and Mary Ann Graf, who converted the priory into The Priory—a City Inn, a B&B, and in 1996, and Mary’s Church into Pittsburgh’s Grand Hall at The Priory, a social hall for rent.

A book signing by the author took place on June 8, on the occasion of a Grand Hall open house and the dedication of Laura’s Blumengarten, a small formal garden opposite the entrance.

atations without full HRC review. Property owners are never required to restore their property if they have damaged it after its designation.

The intention of City Historic District designation is to some extent the collective intention of HRC members, seven people who are knowledgeable about architectural design, urban planning, and historic preservation and representative of various interests. However, members of the Commission might lean toward archaeological correctness at one time; at another time, they might heed pleas of commercial requirements or economic hardship and favor the modifications that owners are urging upon them. Ideally, the District or the Structure finds present-day owners who respect their properties’ past and the ways in which they are designed, find their plans acceptable for current uses; and have no trouble maintaining the old materials and details; who like the buildings, in brief, and can afford their upkeep. Within the matrix of a bygone fabric well kept, new sharpfronts, new buildings, and the many changes natural in an inhabited neighborhood should be possible of a sort that neither brings of ours to tumult.

Deutschtown has accepted its District status as a promise of stability and beauty that will make it all the better as a place to build home. The present to designation was the one active church in the area, Allegheny United Church of Christ, which is afraid of being committed to preserving decorative features that were cheap enough to erect and cost only pennies, but that can these days be ruinous to repair.

They should have to apply for an HRC Certificate of Appropriateness to remove their frail leaded glass, historic preservation ideals, economic hardship, and possibly the free exercise of religion will disrupt what seems otherwise to be a prevailing harmony. And what then?


It’s time to publish this issue, so a full reading of Collecting in the Gilded Age and considered reaction to the book will have to wait. For the moment, let us summarize the contents. A preface by DeCourcy McEachin, the Frick’s executive director and a trustee of Landmarks, explains the conduct of the project and the development of its themes, and credits the multitudes that helped, including Landmarks. The essays that follow are: John H. Ingham, “Reaching for Respectability: Pittsburgh’s Industrial Elite at the Turn of the Century”; Aliou McQueen, “Private Art Collections in the Gilded Age: Pennsylvania Patrons of Culture, Wealth, and Connoisseurship”; DeCourcy E. McEachin, “Demand and Acceptance: Art Trade and M. Knoedler & Co.”; Gabriel P. Weisberg, “From Paris to Pittsburgh: Viennese and American Taste, 1880–1910”; Constance Hanger-Ford, “Meissonier’s 1806, Icnou”; Ruth Krueger Meyer and Madeleine Fidell Beaufort, “The Rage for Collecting: Beyond Pittsburgh in the Gilded Age.” A list follows of the 130 works exhibited in the Spring of 1997 that were the occasion for this book, and a five-page bibliography.

Please enroll me as a member of the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation.
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